
ON A COOL fall day a few years ago, a
semi-retired 61-year-old Ontario
truck driver carrying a 90-tonne load
of steel had a heart attack and died
shortly after using a hand crank to
lower the dolleys on his trailer. 

His wife applied for benefits under
the province's Workplace Insurance
and Safety Board (WSIB) Disease
and Survivor Ben-
efits Program. Her
request was
denied on the
grounds the truck
driver was simply
carrying out his
normal daily
duties that
October morning. 

The decision
was overturned on appeal. Two much
younger employees testified the
dolleys were especially difficult to
crank in cold weather and had to be
turned at least 20 times to raise the
trailer to the right height. The truck
driver had also been working long
hours. The tribunal ruled his job
played a significant contributing
factor in his heart attack. 

"The fact of having a heart attack
at work won't automatically get you
benefits," said employment law
expert Madeleine Loewenberg, a
senior associate with Ogilvy Renault
in Toronto. "There are two thresh-
olds employees must cross for it to be

considered a workplace incident."

Cause of heart attack

While the wording varies by
province, most follow policies similar
to Ontario. For a worker or the
employee's survivor to be entitled to
benefits, one of two requirements
must be met. The first is that the
heart attack must "have arisen out of
and in the course of employment." 

"It has to be a
result of the
work," said
L o e w e n b e r g .
"There must be a
causal relation-
ship."

For example, if
an employee is
asked to lift some-
thing extremely

heavy that is not considered part of
his normal job duties.

There are three other cardiac con-
ditions related to workplace heart
attacks. The first is traumatic injury
to the chest wall — an object hits an
employee in the chest, triggering a
heart attack. The second is electrocu-
tion or shock producing an irregular
cardiac rhythm. The third involves
the inhalation of smoke, noxious
gases or fumes, and is most often
related to firefighters. 

What if the work involves mental,
not physical, stress? In Ontario, the
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IT’S NOT VERY often an awards com-
mittee unanimously agrees on a
winner but, this year, the committee
for the Canadian Society for Safety
Engineering’s Safety Professional of
the Year award collectively nominat-
ed and chose Jim Allan as the recipi-
ent.

“I really felt humbled and I could-
n’t believe I would be put in for some-
thing like that. It was really surpris-
ing,” said Allan. “I am very honoured

Jim Allan:
CSSE safety
 professional
of the year
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When is a heart attack
considered work related?
WCBs typically look for causal relationship
to the job and extraordinary circumstances
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“Having a heart attack
at work won’t automatically

get you (WCB) benefits.
There are two thresholds
employees must cross
for it to be  considered
a workplace incident.”

Winner worries about
OHS impact of cutbacks
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Question: When is an employer under
a statutory duty to take measures or
precautions regarding a worker who
works alone?

Answer: Working alone can expose a
worker to any number of hazards and
risks. The nature, scope and potential
severity depends on the specific
workplace and the occupation. A
security guard working the night-
shift in a commercial building is
exposed to hazards different from
those encountered by a painter
working atop tall ladders or scaffold-
ing. 

In some provinces, health and
safety legislation prohibits a worker
from working
alone in certain cir-
cumstances. These
prohibitions are
uncommon and
typically apply to
highly dangerous
jobs. For example,
in Manitoba, an
employee working
with explosives must not work alone
while carrying out a blasting opera-
tion.  Likewise, in New Brunswick, a
worker who operates a chainsaw,
brush saw or clearing saw may not
work alone.  

Aside from an outright prohibition
on working alone, health and safety
legislation may require an employer
to implement safety measures and
precautions that reflect a worker’s
isolated state. In British Columbia,
Manitoba, New Brunswick, New-
foundland and Labrador, Prince
Edward Island and Saskatchewan, an
employer is required to develop poli-
cies and procedures to address any
situation where a worker may be
required to work alone. This may
include policies and procedures that
address risk identification, access to
first-aid and ability to communicate

with others.    
Some jurisdictions provide a spe-

cific code of practice an employer is
required to imple-
ment. In British
Columbia, a
person working
alone who is
exposed to the
risk of drowning
must wear a life-
jacket. In Quebec,
an employer of a

construction worker who works in an
isolated location must provide “effi-
cient intermittent or continuous
watch.”  

Finally, in jurisdictions where leg-
islation does not specifically require
the development of policies and prac-
tices, an employer should still be con-
scious of its broad duty to take rea-
sonable precautions to ensure the
safety of its workers. This “catch-all”
obligation has particular application
where a health and safety risk is
identifiable and attributable to the
fact an employee works alone.  

So, what measures might an
employer take to meet statutory obli-
gations to ensure the safety of an
employee who works alone?

Complete a detailed assessment of
hazards or risks. Every employer
should conduct a thorough audit to

identify and understand all work-
place hazards and risks. In so doing,
an employer should avail itself of
internal resources, such as its joint
occupational health and safety com-
mittee, legal counsel and skilled occu-
pational safety consultants. 

Develop policies and procedures to
reduce or eliminate identified hazards
or risks. Once risks and hazards have
been identified, an employer should
develop policies and procedures to
address them. This may include pro-
tocols regarding training, work
schedules, modes and frequency of
communication and the use of tech-
nology and safety equipment. The fol-
lowing are commonly used as safety
measures for workers who work
alone:

•Training: Workers who work
alone should be trained to identify
the risks they face and how to react in
the event of danger or injury.
Regular safety training and retrain-
ing should be a staple in every work-
place.

•Develop a check-in system: A
check-in system is a straight-forward
way to keep tabs on employees who
work alone. The employee would be
required to check in with a designat-
ed person at regular intervals, failing
which the employer knows to take
proactive steps to confirm the
employee is well.

A number of jurisdictions contem-
plate a check-in system as a general
precautionary measure. In P.E.I.,
Nunavut and the Northwest Territo-

What precautions do employers
have to take for staff who work alone?

CARISSA
TANZOLA
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Do you have a question on health
and safety you want answered? Email
amanda.silliker@thomsonreuters.com

Ask an expert Have a question?

Aside from outright prohibition
on working alone, health and
safety legislation may require

an employer to implement
safety measures that reflect
a worker’s isolated state.

STEPHEN
SHORE
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